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Abstract. In this paper the method for radio channel pulse
response processing with baseband conversion by six-port
reflectometer technique is described. The received signal is
converted by baseband conversion, digitized and the pulse
response of radio channel is processing by proposed
algorithms. The algorithms were created in a program
language Delphi 7, so they are working in the real time and
are able to estimate the amplitude, phase and delay of the
received signal in each propagation path.
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1. Introduction
A radio signal (RF signal) travels by multiple paths in
the radio channel to receiver antenna and is created by an
interference of several copies of transmitted signal, which
reflect from subjects that are placed in surrounding
environment. This effect will cause, that each replica of RF
signal will have a different amplitude, phase and delay, so
delay spread and intersymbol interference (ISI) will emerge
[3].

used for baseband conversion and a Software Defined
Radio (SDR) [4]. In this system any change of RF signal is
possible to be solved by change of the processing algorithm
only.

2. RF Signal processing
The processing of RF signals is too complex in highfrequency bands and digitizing of RF signal is complicated
in the present, because of A/D converters, which are able to
digitize signals only to tens of MHz with satisfactory
dynamic resolution. The solution of this problem lies in
baseband real time signal conversion and its subsequent
software analysis [5].
We are using the six-port reflectometer [2] (Fig.1) for
RF signal baseband conversion. RF signal received by
antenna is led to SPR, where a standing wave is created by
interference of RF signal and signal from local oscillator
(LO). Standing wave is detected by a four power detectors
D1-D4, which are connected to A/D converters. The signal
is digitized by A/D converters in the baseband and is
processed by appropriate algorithms.

By estimation of quantity, amplitudes, phases and
delays of dominant paths it is possible to describe the pulse
response of radio channel. This information may be used to
adapt bit rate, transmitter power, beam pattern of smart
antenna and weights of Rake receiver [6].
In the present, methods used for the estimation of the
channel pulse response apply a hardware solution, so called
channel sounders [1], which process the received signal in
RF band.
Complex receivers, a low flexibility for received
signal processing are the main disadvantages of this
solution. With hardware signal processing, the receiver is
designed for dealing with a specific signal and any change
of RF signal will cause a necessity to receiver change.
The solution of this problem is possible by
a combination of six-port reflectometer technique (SPR)

Fig. 1. Six-port reflectometer

3. Properties estimation of channel
pulse response
We have proposed four algorithms for estimation of
radio channel pulse response properties, which are not only
hardware demanding but also a little time consuming. An
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algorithms´ task is the estimation of basic propagation
paths parameters – amplitude, phase and delay of signals in
each path.
The principle of proposed algorithms lies in the
processing of channel pulse response in time domain.
Incoming signal samples are stored in the memory bank
and then compared with consecutive samples.

3.2 Rectangular Window Function Algorithm
RWFA algorithm (Rectangular Window Function
Algorithm) is designed on the same principle as the
previous one, but with difference, that if the RFWA
algorithm finds a local maximum, this value is hold on the
same level during interval t+t (width of the transmitted
measurement pulse):
if (rxsignal[t-1]< rxsignal[t]) then

3.1 Power Descend Algorithm

max: = rxsignal[t] = rxsignal[t+t];

PDA algorithm (Power Descend Algorithm) compares
samples incoming in time t with the ones incoming in time
t-1. If the amplitude of t time sample is bigger as the one in
t-1time, then t time value is written into a variable max:
if (rxsignal[t-1] < rxsignal[t]) then

min: = rxsignal[t+t+1];

The actual value of the signal amplitude
rxsignal(t+t+1) (Fig.3) is written to the variable min after
the interval elapsed.

max: = rxsignal[t];
min: = rxsignal[t-1],

where rxsignal[t] is the amplitude of t time sample of
incoming signal .
The PDA algorithm calculates a constant descent dc,
which represents the difference between amplitudes of two
consecutive samples (t and t-1):
dc =(max-min)

(1)
Fig. 3. Rectangular Window Function Algorithm RWFA

Then PDA algorithm compares calculated constant descent
with the required one dr and if a condition dc > dr is true,
then algorithm evaluates this descent as the propagation
path (square) (Fig.2) and stores amplitude, phase and delay
of this path.

To identify individual paths of channel pulse response,
the RWFA algorithm achieves better results as the previous
one, but it is inappropriate in the radio channel with low
signal to noise ratio (SNR) (Fig.4).

Repeating of this process is finished by all
propagation paths finding (Fig.2).

Fig. 4. a)correct b) incorrect indication of propagation path by
RWFA algorithm
Fig. 2. Radio channel pulse response and indication of paths
detected by PDA algorithm.

The value of required constant descent dr designates a
resolving ability of PDA algorithm. With higher values of
constant descent dr PDA algorithm finds the paths with
bigger amplitude (dominant paths) only.
Because samples of incoming signal are directly
written to variable min, the incoming signal is identical
with a generated one (Fig.2), which is the main
disadvantage of PDA algorithm. Therefore, PDA algorithm
frequently assigns a noise as the propagation path (Fig.2).

3.3 Exponential Power Descent Algorithm
The EPDA algorithm (Exponential Power Descend
Algorithm) is different from the previously described
algorithms. The signal is descending by exponential
function from local maximum and signal samples are
written to variable min (Fig.5).
if (rxsignal[t-1] < rxsignal[t]) then
max: = rxsignal[t];
min: = rxsignal[t]*exp(-);

when  is the power descent constant.
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if (Nf[i] <= Ng[i]) then
P[i]: = Nf[i]/Ng[i]*100;
else
P[i]: = Ng[i]/Nf [i]*100;

where Nf – is the number of paths found by algorithm, Ng –
is the generated number of paths, P[i] – is the probability
of recovery of all paths for one pulse response and i - is the
repetition number for one SNR value.
Fig. 5. Exponential Power Descent Algorithm EPDA (detail)

In reality, this algorithm doesn’t work with original
signal envelope, but with envelope of a transformed signal
(Fig.5,6).

The number of generated pulse responses was chosen to
1 000 for one SNR value. The value of SNR varied from
0 dB to 15 dB by 0.1 dB step. The probability of recovery
of all paths for given value of SNR:
1000

PSNR  (  Pi ) / 1000 [%]

(1)

i 1

Fig. 6. Exponential Power Descent Algorithm EPDA

By this processing, the EPDA algorithm achieves much
better results as previously described algorithms and the
run time is not increased.

Psnr [%]

The PSNR cumulative distribution function is displayed on
Fig. 8.
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3.4 Modified Exponential Power Descend
Algorithm
MEPDA algorithm (Modified Exponential Power
Descend Algorithm) is slightly more demanding for run
time and achieves only a little bit better results as EPDA
algorithm. The difference between both algorithms lies in
the using a modified exponential function, describing the
signal descends from local maximum (Fig.7).
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Obr. 8. The cumulative distribution function of paths recovery
probability

Setting the recovering paths probability to 90%, it is
obvious (Fig. 8) that PDA algorithm reaches the worst
results (required SNR = 9 dB). The RWFA algorithm
reaches the requested value of PSNR approximately with
SNR = 6 dB. The best results were achieved by EPDA and
MEPDA algorithms, with necessary value of SNR = 3 dB.
The EPDA algorithm was selected for the next
application, because of its short run time and good behavior
of cumulative function curve (Fig. 8).
The results of the EPDA algorithm are dependent on
power descent constant . The distribution functions of
EPDA algorithm for different values  in dependence on
SNR values are shown on Fig. 9.

Fig. 7. Modified Exponential Power Descend Algorithm MEPDA

4. Comparison of algorithms
To compare proposed algorithms, a new program was
created, which generates the channel pulse response and
compares a true quantity of paths with the quantity found
by individual algorithms:
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Fig. 9. The performance of EPDA algorithm with different 
values

From Fig. 9 it is obvious, that EPDA algorithm reaches
a recovery successfulness of all paths with value
approximately 83 %, even with SNR = 0 dB ( = 1.01).
The recovery successfulness of all paths is greater than
90 % for values  > 1.01, but SNR values have to be
higher. The value  = 1.025 appears to be optimal one, for
which the algorithm reaches PSNR  90 % with necessary
value of SNR = 2.5 dB. The PSNR is approximately 95 % for
SNR > 2.5dB.

Conclusion
In this contribution the method for dominant parameters
estimation of radio multipath channel pulse response with
baseband conversion by six-port reflectometer technique is
described. The proposed method uses the six-port
technique for baseband conversion and signal processing is
realized by algorithms implemented in software defined
radio. The Exponential Power Descend Algorithm is the
most
perspective,
because
achieved
recovery
successfulness of all signal paths is approximately 90 % for
SNR value  2.5 dB.
Our next work is directed toward using proposed
algorithm for channel estimation in ultra-wideband
communication systems (UWB).
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